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A masterplanned community located in the heart of the Bankstown commercial precinctDefined by its diversity,

Bankstown is like nowhere else in Sydney. Here you are welcomed, encouraged and included. Young couples can aspire,

families can grow and individuals can belong.Spring Square is giving new life to Bankstown, embracing its culture and

unearthing a new way to live, work and play in this vibrant precinct. This new masterplan has been inspired by vertical

communities around the globe, tailored to uplift Bankstown, enlivening its people and their lifestyle.This exciting new

precinct is brought to you by leading international developer Poly Australia  a team of highly innovative and strategic

thinkers with a focus on creating more socially sustainable communities that arent just places to live, but places to

thrive.A connected neighbourhoodExclusively for its residents, Spring Squares communal spaces and walkways have been

designed for both connectivity and recreation. A variety of different areas have been created across multiple levels  here

youll find open green lawns, a childrens playground and plenty of shaded seating. The through site link steps form the

spine that gives you access to both sides of the precinct and connects you to the wider community. These steps are the

landmark for Spring Square, an iconic spot where people can meet and socialise.Outdoor al fresco dining, small cafes and

bars casually spill into the outdoor areas on ground level and the podium. This is where the social buzz of Spring Square

can be found. Inspired by the multitude of cultures here, as you walk through Eat Street, the aromas of a wok-tossed stir

fry dance with those of roasted Middle Eastern spices.


